
CONVERGENCE OF 2ESImNSIlllrNAL h-PROCESSES 

Abstract. Suppose that D r; C is a simply connected domain 
and p is a minimal Martln boundary point. Assume that there exists 
a curve in D which converges to p in the Martin topobgy and to 
z c  C in the Euclidean topology. Then 'the same holds for almost all 
h-paths, where h is a minimal harmonic function represented by p. In 
such a case alrnost,ali h-paths have finite lifetime. This permits to 
define a Brownian excursion law in D starting from such a point p. 

1. lntrdwdorr. The purpose of this note is to present probabiGstic 
consequences of a theorem, proved by Jackson [6] ,  which might have 
escaped the attention af non-specialists in potential. theory. 

Recently Cranston and McConnell [4] have proved that the ,expected 
lifetime of an h-process in a 2-dimensional domain with finite area is finite. 
This has been generalized by Cranston [3] to multidimensional domains 
with Eipschitz boundaries. 

It will be shown that 2-dimensi~nal h-path converge as.  in a simply 
connected domain under very mild assumptions. In a sense, one cannot 
assume less, see Remark 2.1 (ii) (a). It will be proved as a corollary that for a 
class of harmonic functions h, in simply connected domains (of possibly 
infinite area), almost all h-paths have finite lifetime. This implies in turn that 
for a suitable Martin boundary point p there exists a "standard" Brownian 
excursion law starting from p. 

The inquiry resulting in the present note was stimulatd by an unpub- 
fished example of Michael Cranston, who considered h-paths in a domain 
with infinite area. 

The reader Is referred to Doob r53 and Ohtsuka 181 for definitions of an 
h-process (i.e. ""conditioned Brownian motion"), minimal-fine toplogy, prime 
ends and related concepts. 

The author is -grateful to Professor Christian Pornmerenke for the most 
valuable suggestions and to Professor Makoto Ohtsuka for pointing out the 
results of Jackson 161. 
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2. Cowergenee sf h-path. 
PROPQSITIQN 2.1. Let 5 c G be u sirnply connecled domain. I j 'a minimal 

harmonic function h is represented by u prime end p,, then the cl~tstler set qf' 
almost every h-path coincides with the set of all principal points c~f  p,. 

Proof.  Almost every h-path converges to p, in the Martin topology 
( [ 5 ] ,  p. 691) and, therefore, its cluster set must contain all principal points of 
Ph Icf. Cgl, P- 270). 

Moreover, almost all h-paths converge to ph in the minimal-fine 
topology ( [S ] ,  3 III 3) .  By Theorem 3 2  (see also Remark 3.6) d Jackson 
their cluster sets must be equal to the set of all principal points of p,. 

COROLLARY 2.2. Let D c C be a simply connected domain. If cr minimal 
harmonic .function h is represented by an accessible prime end p,, then almost 
all h-paths converge (in the EucIIdean tupolagy) to the unique principal point 
of ph - 

Remarks  2.1. (i) The corollary may be restated in the following form: 
If at least one (nun-ruPulont) palh ia D converges lo pk and terminates uf 

Z E  then the same is true fur a ims t  all h-paths. 
(ii) Consider the following generalization of the problem. Let D c R", n 

2 2, be an open set and suppose that a curve r = {F( t ) ,  0 < t < 1 )  c B 
converges as t -+ i to a minimal Martin boundary point p, and it converges 
also to a point Z E ~ D  in the Eucgdeaxl to~bg$caDOt=SitfoTlow that almost 
all h-paths converge to z? 

(a) Yes, if D c C is finitely connected. 
(b) Not necessarily for general B. Almost all h-paths may converge to z 

or to z, E dD, zl # z, or they may have no limit in the Euclidean topology. In 
dimensions n 2 3 these kinds of behavioux may occur even if 6 )  is homeo- 
morphic to a ball. 

The observation (a) is a relatively easy mrollary sf Theorem 2.1. 
Examples illustrating {b) would require a lot of space (cf. [93. 

3. AppBica~cans. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D c G be a simply connected donzain. If a minimal 

harmonic function h is represented by a prime end ph and the set of its all 
principal points is bounded, then almost all h-paths have finite 1Sfetim2. I n  othw 
words, ph is an attainable minimal Martin boundary point. 

Proof.  Fix the probability measure. Eeil A be the set of all principal 
points of ph and 

B = { z E C :  Ix-zl 2 I for all X E A ) .  

Denote the last exit time from B as E,. The lifetime of an h-path X ( . )  
will be called R, i.e. 

R = i n f ( t :  Iim X ( S ) E J D ) .  
S-t- 
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Prapsitiorn 2.1 shows that L, < R a.s.; in particular, LB < CD as. 
The process (X (L, + t), 0 < t < R- L,) is an h,-process for some h a -  

monic function ih, on the bouilded domain D-B (see [7]). Theorem 1 of 
Cranston and McConnell [45, applied to this process, shows that its lifetime 
is finite as., that is R-E,  < a,$. and, therefore, R < oo a.s, 

COROLLARY 3.1. Jf a prime end is accessible, then it is attainable. 
Remarks  3.1. (i)' One may assume in Theorem 3.1 that D is finitely 

connected (see Remark 2.1 (ii) (a)). 
(ii) Theorem 3.1 extends Theorem 1 of Cranston and McConneIl to 

some h-processes and domains of infinite area. It does not guarantee however 
that the expected lifetime of h-paths is finite. 

The next result is a generalization of Lemma 4.1 and Renzak 4.2 (ii) of 
Brxrdzy 621. In order to keep this note compact, the reader is referred to that 
paper for definitions and notation. Excursion laws below have Brownian 
transition probabilities. 

~ O P O S Y T I O N  3.1. Let Dl ,  D2 c C be simply connected regions and f :  Dl 
4 Dz be ca cocformca& bijection. Suppose that p i s  a prime end qf' D , ,  HP is u 
standard excursion law in D l ,  and j c p )  is a prime end such that the set of its 
all principal points is bclacnded. Then the f-mqping of NP is we![-alefifilwd 
excursion law in D2, 

Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.1 in [2 ]  may be repeated with the only 
change that Theorem 3.1 sl~oukd be used instead of the result s f  Cranston 
and McConnell 141. 

COROLLARY 3.2. Let D c rC be a: simply connected region and p be a prime 
end such that the set of its a61 principal points is bounded. Then there exists a 
(unique) standard non-null excursion law hdP in D. Jf p is accessible and x E C is 
its principal point, then there exists a (unique) standard mn-mll excursion Em 
H x  in I). 

Proof.  Let f : (Rez > 0) + D, f (0) = p, be a conformal bijelction and 
PIQ be a standard non-null excursion law in (Rez > 0). Then HP (83 may be 
defined as the firnapping of No by Proposition 3.1. It is easy to see, by 
Proposition 2.1, that HP (HX) has the desired properties. 

An alternative proof is supplied by Theorem 4.1 of Burday [I] and the 
fact that p is attainable by Theorem 3.1. 
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